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P1-2: Ghyll Head trip
P3: Hulme Garden Centre visit
& St Mary’s Primary School
Science class
P4-6: Stars of the Week

Don’t forget:
WE BREAK FOR EASTER
ON THURS 29 MARCH AT
12.05PM, & RETURN ON
TUES 17 APRIL AT 8.30AM

YEAR 11 STUDENTS ENJOY TRIP TO GHYLL HEAD
A total of 55 Year 11 students enjoyed a trip to Ghyll Head Outdoor Education Centre in
the Lake District from Monday to Wednesday last week.
They spent three days trying out a range of activities including canoeing, rock climbing
and zip-lining, as well as an intense revision schedule away from their home environment.
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GHYLL HEAD TRIP WAS PACKED WITH ACTIVITIES

Mr Beckley led the trip to Ghyll Head,
where students had the opportunity to
take part in outdoor activities.
They developed teamwork and communication skills outside their usual
comfort zone.
English teachers praised all students on
their resilience and hard work in the
long revision sessions throughout the
three days.
Mr Beckley explained students
maintained the running of the house
and bungalow by cleaning, making up
beds, washing dishes and setting the
breakfast and dinner tables.
They also had a quiz night, and Aaron
Edwards provided the music for a very
exciting round. Well done everyone!
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STRIDE STUDENTS VISIT HULME COMMUNITY GARDEN CENTRE
Stride students learnt about different vegetable
families and the pests which are attracted to them
at Hulme Community Garden Centre, as part of
their Level 2 in Allotment Gardening.
Darius Parry, Crystal Walker and Dillon Carol all
went along with Ms Mason.
Kath Gavin, Sustainability Coordinator at Hulme
Garden Centre, encouraged the students to put
different vegetable seeds in groups and they
learnt about why different pests are attracted to
certain plants.
Ms Mason said the students really enjoyed it and
they are planning to go again in April.

ST MARY’S PRIMARY SCHOOL PUPILS START SCIENCE SESSIONS
We welcomed Year 5 pupils from St Mary’s Primary School in Moss Side to the academy
on Friday.
The primary pupils have started weekly lessons to develop their knowledge about
Science. The pupils applied forces to different objects with Miss Whitton.
Mr Mundell, Higher Learning Teaching Assistant at St
Mary’s Primary School, said:
“They enjoyed learning in a
different environment, and
it’s great that they are able
to do bigger experiments
than they have done before
at primary school.”
We’re looking forward to
welcoming them for their
weekly Science sessions!
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OFthe
THEWeek….
WEEK
Well done to this week’sSTARS
Stars of
Well done to this week’s Stars of the Week….
Name
Name
Kacia
AllenALMAJREN
Meshari

Year
Reg
7 7NBR

Subject
Subject
MFL
Induction

Mohammad Siddiqui

7

Geography

Gurkamal Singh
Mustafa Hakimi

Ayoub Elkhettab

7SVO

7

Maryam Nasir
Azhar Khan

English

Maths

7CWT
Transition

Ayah Abdulhadi

7

Salma Yasin

7

Zehad Ali

7NBR

MFL

Transition

Comment
Comment
ForMeshari
excellent
worksubmits
in French
regularly
homework
creating
Mother
Tongue
of high her
quality
and follows
instructionsTongue
in the classroom.
Other
entry. He also pushed
hard this
Forhimself
beingreally
one mark
offweek
full whilst
working on Maths word problems,
marks
in his
Geography
despite
it being
out of hisassesscomfort
ment for Mr Turner and achievexcellent
Spanishof
Homework
ingFor
a 7+.
His quality
prose and
use ofbe
ICTpushing
to complete
would
an Ahisathomework
GCSE!
For consistently performing well in
Ayoub
is making excellent
English
progress in lessons, with a great
For his all round amazing efforts in
focus on learning as well as
EVERY lesson and his lovely behaviour
helping
other
students.
all of the
time!
For great reading in Fresh Start.

Transition

ForHegreat
workwonderful
in Fresh effort
Start.despite
is making
out ofhas
school
so much
and who
Herbeing
reading
been
excellent!

Transition

For his positive attitude and
hard
Forwork.
great behaviour in all lessons and

has worked hard and is beginning to

Ejaz Khan
Fahd Hilal

Lamees Alfifi
Leshae Gray

8 8XAN
8

8MWH

Chloe Taylor

Cheer

8XAN

Saif Al-Shammari

8

Jozsef Lak

8

Eid Jama

an excellent attitude to work.

For outstanding work this half
Both of these girls have joined the MA
term.
stars recently and have been working
hard to
fit into
squad
Forextremely
outstanding
work
thisthehalf
seamlessly. Chloe led a fantastic
term.
warm-up and cool-down and Leshae
triedwork
out a in
range
of positions
Forhas
great
History.
He is and
is fast become a versatile member of
trying
really hard.
the group. We are proud of you - say

8RTI

Hiba Rahal
Kaitlin Daniels

8
8

Yasmin
Kalbani
SultanAlAbdulahi

8 8ITU

Form Time

Drama
Geography

Eid has made a huge effort to meet all

For a fantastic performance.
the targets on his report over the past
For2 achieving
full marks
weeks. I amnearly
very pleased
that staff
in her
assessment
haveGeography
made the effort
to report wonthings about
this young a 7-.
forderful
Mr Turner
and achieving
man. He is now engaged and colShe is a pleasure to teach and a
lecting lots of merits and house
mature member of the class.
English
consistently
Geography ForFor
an excellent outstanding
approach to his learning
and
homework
work in English. in Geography, in
addition to a major improvement in
behaviour. I'm really impressed by
you this year Sultan, well done!
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STARS OF THE WEEK

Name
Carmen Cecea

Year
8

Subject
Maths

Fazal Ahmad
Asfakur Rahman
Oluwashun Obisesan

9

Computer
Science

Ajay Singh

9

English

Laayla Ali

9

MFL

Najla Omar – Year 7
Delicia Ilapogu – Year 7
Amoya Steer – Year 8
Samieah Mohamad –
Year 8
Serena Gasper – Year
10
Amaal Abdi Abdulle –
Year 10
Hamza Ullah

10

PE

Faisal Alluqmani

10

PE

Comment
For consistent hard
work, excellent effort and
outstanding behaviour.
Excellent work on Computer Science task on Binary Search Task,
by completing pseudo code
using mathematical formulae.
For a positive attitude and work
ethic in English.
For her resilience in French, and
how much she challenges
herself in French to extend to
higher grade work.
Attending the Chinese lessons
for four weeks.

In recent weeks, Hamza has
given 100% effort and has made
fantastic contributions to
lessons with his performance.
Yours sincerely,
Faisal has been a consistent perMissin
Owen,
ActingallPrincipal
former
PE lessons
year. He
is showing great maturity at the
minute in terms of setting up
equipment, and always being
amongst the first to start playing
with his partner in badminton.
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STARS OF THE WEEK
Name
Laraib Naeem

Year
7

Eid Jama

8

Marwa Yonis

9

Miriam Munei

9

Mohamed Noordin

10

Subject
Humanities

Comment
Laraib always works so hard in
C.V. She always offers to help
give out the books, produces
excellent work in her book and
always contributes to class discussions. Well done Laraib!
For working very hard in C.V.
recently and for being very polite and helpful. Keep it up Eid!
For always working so hard in
R.E. and producing excellent
work in class. His book is a
pleasure to read. Great effort
Marwa!
Miriam has been a superstar in
C.V. recently. She’s always on
time and completes tasks to a
great standard. Her work is also
beautifully presented and a
pleasure to read. Great effort
Miriam!
For working very hard in C.V.
recently and for being super
helpful and polite. Keep it up
Muhammad!
Yours sincerely,
Miss Owen,
Acting Principal

